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ANNOUNCEMENT AND SIGNATURE 

ALEX TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Welcome from Alex Tetteh-Lartey to music from the toW0,, musi~ from 
the countryside - a:R.d instant Shakespeare - in "Arts and Africa". 

SIGNATURE TUNE: 

T • • 

'11ETTEH-LARTEY: 

We always have the delicious sound of the kora to begin with but we've 
also got a stringed instrument that gives an entit.ely different sound 
in the programme today. 

MUSIC: Libyan Music - Ganoonh and tambourine. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Those opening scales ~ound definitely European to me but the rhythm 
accompaniment ~s soon going to change all that. 

MUSIC: Libyan Music - Gannoonh and tamboutine. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

The rhythms ef the Middle East and the tone scales of Europe are now 
part 0£ an African tradition. North Africa, of course, and in this 
instance, Libyan. We 1ll be playing some more of this music later but 
our first port of call is Freetown, Sierra Leone. 

Now I used the expression "instant Shakespeare" earlier on and I ijave 
to admit that I was exaggerating a bit, but putting on a performance 
of a Shakespeare play after enly two week's preparation is quite an 
achievement. This time, what the actors learnt in rehearsals was 
just as important as how much the audience enjoyed themselves when the 
show opened because it was a Theat~e Werkshop production. Taking part 
were forty or so teachers, students and broadcasters and other ~tage~ 
struck people and running the show were two university teachers, Dr. 
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Eustace Palmer of the University of Sierra Leonw and Martin Banham 
of the British University of Leeds. 

In these days of women's liberation they had the temerity to choo~e 
. the comedy "The Taming of the Shrew" where Shakespeare shows us an 

independent young woman being tamed into mbeying her husband. 
Joselyn Roland asked Martin Banham whether the play had received 
typically Shakespearian treatment. 

MARTIN BANHAM: 

. It's a production that attemwts to suggest that one can approach 
classical texts, including Shakespeare, in a fairly imaginative and 

· inventive way. ·rn other words that 0ne does not need to feel that 
because the magic words "Willi3m Shakespeare" are there one has to 
treat the thing with such respect and ·Rweas to turn it into a 
museum piece. We've tried to give a very lively rendering and one 
which makes reference to local affairs, events, local characteristics. 

JOSELYN ROLAND: 

I understand that you have translated some of the texts into Krio. 
Could you explain this in terms of the audience you're trying to 
reach? 

BANHAM: 

I haven't translated it into Krio, because I don't speak Krio, but 
Eric Dean, who is a teacher and a member of our cast who is playing 
the part of Grumio, translated the part of Grumio into Krio, at my 
suggestion. The reason for this is that Grumio, as you know, is one 
of Shakespeare's clowns; it's written in prose, not in blank verse; 
it's jokes are very Elizabethan jokes, jokes and references of 
Elizabethan times, with little or no relevance to a modern English 
audience and little or no relevance to a modern Sierra Leoneian 
audience. We were looking for an idiom that would all8W us to convey 
the humour, whilst at the same time having relevance, and Krio, which 
of course is a language which works a lot through proverbs and has 

.. a very large fund of .wit in it, seemed to us to be the appropriate 
language to use in this· instance. And indeed I think that from the 
audience· point of view, as a large proportion of our audience speak 
Krio, it is: also a point of recognition which again helps people 
ease into watching Shakespeare, without feeling that it has to be the 
holy of ·holies that they're entering. 

ROLAND: 

Presently the emphasis on the theatre in Sierra Leone and in other 
Afri,can countries is more on African situations, African rhythm plays. 
Do you think the iseas translated to this situation will work for 
better acting? 
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BANHAM: 

I think obviously a large amount of African theatre that goes on 
in Sierra Leone, and goes on indeed throughout the whole of West 
Africa, is clearly relevant to the social needs a~d to the language 
situation of the countries. I think that in previous workshops 
I've ~one here when we've worked on African material, one ha s noticed 
an ease, if you like, in terms of audience reception and in terms of 
acting. But I think that to take something like Shakespeare, and 
cur.iously enough my idea was to do sometfuing with an African play 
but the organisers wanted Shakespeare, can create dif ficulties. Of 
course, one can argue for Shakespeare as being not an English play~ 
wright anyway,but an universal mar.. Indeed what is frightening in 
some respects dis that rather chauvinistic attitudes of "The Taming of 
the Shrew" find a much greater and warmer reception in Sierr a Leone 
than they would in England at the moment. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Just as well. I'm no believer in women's lib! 

Martin Banham and Joselyn Roland in Sierra Leone. 

MUSIC: Libyan Music - Pipes. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

You might think that those pipes were . recorded in the countryside, 
perhaps a shepherd playing to his flock. In f act they were recorded 
here in London because the Maluf Group of Classical Musicians from 
Libya are giving concerts here. With them is Mr. Mohamed Wafalhi 
who's come along to the "Arts and Africa" studio to tell me about 
the music. Mohamed, what sort .of music does the group specialise in? 

MOHAMED WAFALHI: 

Well talking about music, we have to go back through history and we 
should mention the great musician, his name is Al Farabi. This 
man had a lot to do ·with Arabic music, and then the music has spread 
all over the Muslim world and we think of another man later on, his 
name is Zariab. He lived in Andalusia, which is now Spain, and ., from · 
Spain this kind of music spread back to north Africa and the _rest of 
the Arab world. This is actually the classical Maluf music. · 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

C8 n you give me a brief description of the type of instruments yeu 
use? 

WAFALHI: 

Well, talking about the classical Maluf Group, they are using the 

.-· .. .. 
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tambourine for example, which is made out of goat skin and wood. 
This is just to keep the rhythm while the music is playihg. Another 
instrument is the ganoonh, and to make the Western know what we are 
talking about one has to think of the harp . When you are playing 
the harp thi s instrument is standing up , but the ganoonh you play 
whilst it is flat. We have to point out that the ganoonh has more 
strings , and this is why it is more complicated, The other thing we 
have to talk about is the lute. You have to think actually of the 
guitar in the west . But the lute has got actually a half round shape 
with strings like the guitar . But this round shape , because it is 
dfufferent from the guitar, it gives a different sound. And then 
we've got the same string~ , but when you play music , for example 
Arab music , oriental 9 you use different tones. For example you ' ve 
got in oriental music the quarter tone and we use this a lot . 

TETTEff-LARTEY: 

How about the ba gpipes? Do they look like the Scottish bagpipes? 

WAFALHI: 

This has nothing to do with the classical Maluf Group , this is actually 
a traditional instrument. To understand what we are talking about 
is to think of the bagpipes here in Scotland for example, i t is the 
same shape, an~it is made out of goat s5in, and at the front you've 
got two bamboo flutes combined together , and th€y end with two horns, 
just to enl arge the sound . And then those two combined flutes are 
decorated with ornaments , for example beads and other kinds of incense 
which give a very nice smell, so the people sitting round the man who 
is playing this instrument will enjoy looklng at this decoration . 

TETTEH- LARTEY: --~· 
Is that the complete function of the incense and the beads? It soesn ' t 
add tc the actual playing of the instrument and the mnsic produced? 

WAFALHI: 

No it doe~'t have anything to do with the somnd. 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

Well let ' s pause here and listen to music from the bagpipe~. 

MUSIC: Libyan Music - The bagpipes . 

TETTEH- LARTEY~ 

Mmm . What sort of music was that? It sounded a bit monotonous t e 
me. 



WAFALHI: 

It dvE:.::.i.1. ; t sound monoi.,o-rtOUG to me,., 
,·,: •• , 6 ~ . 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

No? Why? 

WAFALHI: 

B(;; cause yc,v h8.VP. to shi · ' -. yo1-1r thj nl<~ 1~g ~ you see., i,li]:1..,· :: ~,.1-, h arri i.s 
the mkgnrn&., ~hl- i:>c1t;.r1:l i;'-, bm.; thi3 kind o:t' musiG is p.1.ayed by th~ 
Sufi groups and this kind of music is Sufi illusic, a reli gious kind. 
of music~ and really it does penetrate into the skull of the peopl0 

TETTEH-LAR'rEY: 

i::)S . It's got something spiritual for them? 

WAFALHJi: 

Yes . So thj_s is why you have ·~o keep the rhythm going on. It 
sounds monotonous, if you play it longer you fi r.ct yourself getting 
- r t.:o t he music and fO.L'getting ••• 

TETTEH-LA1:1.TEY: 

Does it give you a 8vrt of trance? 

WAFALHI: 

I t hink so. That's what it actually does to me. 

TETTEH-LARTEY) 

You 've t alked about the lute , you've talked abirnt the bagpipes, yo1.: 'V(. 

+,9lked q_bout th& ganoonh, now how about the flute'? 

WAFALHI: 

The Arabic flute is a very important instrument in that part of the 
world. It is always related t~ shepherds. Let's go back in history 
again and we see that Heroditus, the Greek historian, he visited 
Ltbya five hundred years before Christ and he was describing all the 
parts in Libya he visited, but we have to concentrate on the easter~ 
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-,~rt of Libya where he had met some people playing the flute. We 
~now ~hRt tt is ~hR fl~+o because he described ito This is just t6 
bRY 'JtlC'. t . .1. t .1.,:; ci.!"1 :.. ,... , ,_: __ . > 1..wen and 1ve ~Rnno<.; say it is an Arabic 
-thing_, But waybe ,~h0 l\-, ·11.~,:; or ::kn Nu,u_j_m;c. he . .i ".,.~: c)d. scmething to it. 
It is a very simple in.:i c·,_,umEmt y0u sec 

TETTEh .. ,LARTEY: 

Well thank you very much Mohammed. 

WAFAV ~, 

'l'l1ank you vef.y mucho 

TETTEH-LARTEY: 

And tc gc, full circle, more of the music "re began with - the ganoon~1 
and tambourine - and I'll say goodbye . This is Alex Tetteh-Lartey 
n<)ping to meet you again this time next week for more "Arts and 
Africa11 

G 

MUSIC: Libyan Music •- Ganoonh and t::imbourine. 
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